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Контрольная работа по английскому языку 

1 курс 1 семестр 

 

GRAMMAR (50 points) 

 

Choose the correct answer. 

 

1. He's   ......  doctor of law. 

A an  B the   C a  D one 

 

2.   .....she like chocolates? 

A Does    B Has   C Is    D Do 

 

3. The student......papers. 

A writing   B writes    C write   D is writes 

 

4.   ....bag is that? 

A What  B Who's    C Whose   D Which 

 

5.   ..... tell her professor next time. 

A She does    B She    C She'll    D She's 

 

6.  He ....to see his mother yesterday. 

A went     B goes    C has gone    D has been 

 

7.He ....  very hard now. 

A works    B has been working    C is working    D work 

 

8.They have.....beautiful books. 

A any   B all    C some    D lots 

 

9.She.......for fifteen years and still likes the job. 

A works   B is working  C has been working   D worked 

 

10.   .......up! or we'll be late. 

A You hurry   B Be hurrying   C Hurry   D Hurry you 

 

11.Their grades are  .....  than ours. 

A more good   B most good   C better   D gooder 

 

12. Do you smoke? No, I..... 

A doesn't   B don't smoke  C don't    D am not smoking 

 

13. Look what I......, a new watch. 

A get    B got    C getting    D 've got 

 

14. Excuse me, can I borrow  ......dictionary? 

A your    B yours    C you    D a 

 

15. The teacher is.......the room. 

A on    B in    C at    D into 

 



 

 

16. He's been sent to.......prison. 

A the    B a    C -   D an 

 

17. ...... you busy? 

A Is      B Do     C Are  D Be 

 

18. They........work everyday at 7 o'clock. 

A are starting     B starts     C have starting    D start 

 

19. ......... do you do? 

A Why    B Where  C What       D Who 

 

20.Look at the clouds, I think it......... 

A will rain     B is going to rain       C rains       D rain 

 

21. 

I feel sick, I......too much cake earlier. 

A eat    B am eating   C ate      D eated 

 

22. Hey, turn the radio down, I.............to work 

A trys   B am trying   C have been trying    D tried 

 

23. Can I have......chocolate? 

A some    B any     C all     D few 

 

24................phoned yet? 

A Had he   B Is he   C Has he   D Did he 

 

25.........in the name of the law! 

A Stopping    B Stop  C Stops    D You stop 

 

26. He is the.......runner, he won nothing. 

A bad    B badest     C worse     D worst 

 

27. "Are you a student too?" ".........." 

A Yes, I does    B Yes, I am a student too     C Yes, I am      D Yes I'm 

 

28. Excuse me,..............the time? 

A have you  B have you got     C got you    D do you 

 

29. The coats belong to......... 

A their    B theirs    C them    D they 

 

30. We don't need the car, we'll go....... 

A by foot    B on foot      C with foot    D walk 

 

31.We have a car, ....Ford. 

A the    B an     C -    D a 

 

32..............in the States before? 

A Have you been     B Be you    C Are you     D Went you 

 



 

 

 

33. In England the banks.......at 3.30 pm. 

A are closing     B closes     C close     D closed 

 

34. .............jacket is that? -Paul's. 

A Who's     B What      C Whose     D Which 

 

35. "What are you doing next Monday?" "I..........to New York, I have my ticket." 

A flies     B am going to fly     C have flown     D am flying 

 

36. Where ...you use to work? 

A do      B have     C did      D are 

 

37. Look there! The robbers ........ away. 

A run     B have been running       C are running   D ran 

 

38. Please tell me .......helpful. 

A anything      B something       C neither      D either 

 

39.He looks angry. He ....his wallet. 

A lost      B has lost       C has been losing      D loses 

 

40........a move on! We haven't got all day. 

A Gets    B Be getting    C You get     D Get 

 

41. She is........... intelligent than him. 

A most     B much     C more     D – 

 

42. "Are you happy?" - "Yes, I ........... " 

A am happy     B 'm      C am     D be happy 

 

43. Look, they.... a new house. 

A have got     B got     C have get     D gets 

 

44. "Whose book is that?" - "It’s ..." 

A he's    B him    C his     D his' 

 

45. I'm meeting her ..... 4o'clock .....Monday. 

A on, at      B with, on,      C at, on      D at, in 

 

46.   ........ you assist me later, sir? 

A May   B Would    C Could    D Will 

 

47.  ......you finish the project yesterday? 

A Do    B Have    C Did    D Are 

 

48. When I was younger, I.........swim ten miles. 

A can    B might   C would  D could 

 

49.He always drives too ..... . 

A fastly   B fast     C quick   D hard 

 



 

 

50. If I.........a million pounds, I would buy a house. 

A have    B had    C will have      D would hav 

 

 

VOCABULARY (20 points) 

 

Fill in the gaps with appropriate words or word combinations. 

 

atmosphere    catchy chorus      pop music        composers           concert  (2)    

instrument    live       rhythm        scene            strong   symphony   traditional         

venue  classical music          rock music       conservatories      jazz       country  

 

     

For me, Beethoven was one of the greatest classical 1) ___ . Though, I do find it difficult to sit 

through a whole  2) ____. 

 

It's been some time since  I’ve gone to a 3) ____  4) _____. I find I just don't have the time 

nowadays. 

 

One of my favorite songs is Back it Up - it's got a really 5) ____ tune and a great 6) _____ . 

 

There's an extremely lively music 7) ____ in my home town and you can often see some 8) ____ 

music in local pubs and clubs. 

 

My mother always wanted me to learn to play an 9) ____ , but sadly I had no sense of 10) ___ 

and so couldn't keep to the beat. 

 

The largest musical 11) ___  in my country is probably the O2 Arena. There's a great 12) ___ 

there. 

 

Sad to say, a lot of  13) ___ and folk music is dying out in my country. It's probably the 

influence of MTV. 

 

What makes for a great song? Well, I guess that you need a  14) ___ tune and interesting lyrics. 

 

Nowadays many young people prefer 15) ____ to 16) _____. However, those who study in 17) 

_____ would rather go to  17) ____ of   18) ____. Many people enjoy listening to 19) _____ and 

20) _____, too. 

 

 

 

READING AND TRANSLATION (30 points) 

 

Read the text and translate the passage into Russian . 

 

American popular music 

 

American popular music had a profound effect on music across the world. The country has 

seen the rise of popular styles that have had a significant influence on global culture, including 

ragtime, blues, jazz, swing, rock, bluegrass, country, R&B, doo wop, gospel, soul, funk, heavy 

metal, punk, disco, house, techno, salsa, grunge and hip hop. In addition, the American music 

industry is quite diverse, supporting a number of regional styles such as zydeco, klezmer and 



 

 

slack-key. 

Distinctive styles of American popular music emerged early in the 19th century, and in the 

20th century the American music industry developed a series of new forms of music, using 

elements of blues and other genres of American folk music. These popular styles included 

country, R&B, jazz and rock. The 1960s and '70s saw a number of important changes in 

American popular music, including the development of a number of new styles, such as heavy 

metal, punk, soul, and hip hop. Though these styles were not popular in the sense of mainstream, 

they were commercially recorded and are thus examples of popular music as opposed to folk or 

classical music. 

The earliest songs that could be considered American popular music, as opposed to the 

popular music of a particular region or ethnicity, were sentimental parlor songs by Stephen 

Foster and his peers, and songs meant for use in minstrel shows, theatrical productions that 

featured singing, dancing and comic performances. Minstrel shows generally used African 

instruments and dance, and featured performers with their faces blackened, a technique called 

blackface. By the middle of the 19th century, touring companies had taken this music not only to 

every part of the United States, but also to the UK, Western Europe, and even to Africa and Asia. 

Minstrel shows were generally advertised as though the music of the shows was in an African 

American style, though this was often not true. 

Black people had taken part in American popular culture prior to the Civil War era, 

at least dating back to the African Grove Theatre in New York in the 1820s and the 

publication of the first music by a black composer, Francis Johnson, in 1818. However, 

these important milestones still occurred entirely within the conventions of European 

music. The first extremely popular minstrel song was "Jump Jim Crow" by Thomas 

"Daddy" Rice, which was first performed in 1832 and was a sensation in London when 

Rice performed it there in 1836. Rice used a dance that he copied from a stable boy with a 

tune adopted from an Irish jig. The African elements included the use of the banjo, 

believed to derive from West African string instruments, and accented and additive 

rhythms. Many of the songs of the minstrel shows are still remembered today, especially 

those by Daniel Emmett and Stephen Foster, the latter being, according to David Ewen, 

"America's first major composer, and one of the world's outstanding writers of songs". 

Foster's songs were typical of the minstrel era in their unabashed sentimentality, and in 

their acceptance of slavery. Nevertheless, Foster did more than most songwriters of the 

period to humanize the blacks he composed about, such as in "Nelly Was a Lady", a 

plaintive, melancholy song about a black man mourning the loss of his wife. 

The minstrel show marked the beginning of a long tradition of African American music 

being appropriated for popular audiences, and was the first distinctly American form of music to 

find international acclaim, in the mid-19th century. As Donald Clarke has noted, minstrel shows 

contained "essentially black music, while the most successful acts were white, so that songs and 

dances of black origin were imitated by white performers and then taken up by black performers, 

who thus to some extent ended up imitating themselves". Clarke attributes the use of blackface to 

a desire for white Americans to glorify the brutal existence of both free and slave blacks by 

depicting them as happy and carefree individuals, best suited to plantation life and the 

performance of simple, joyous songs that easily appealed to white audiences. 

Blackface minstrel shows remained popular throughout the last part of the 19th century, 

only gradually dying out near the beginning of the 20th century. During that time, a form of 

lavish and elaborate theater called the extravaganza arose, beginning with Charles M. Barras' 

The Black Crook. Extravaganzas were criticized by the newspapers and churches of the day 

because the shows were considered sexually titillating, with women singing bawdy songs 

dressed in nearly transparent clothing. David Ewen described this as the beginning of the "long 

and active careers in sex exploitation" of American musical theater and popular song. Later, 

extravaganzas took elements of burlesque performances, which were satiric and parodic 

productions that were very popular at the end of the 19th century. 



 

 

 

Like the extravaganza and the burlesque, the variety show was a comic and ribald 

production, popular from the middle to the end of the 19th century, at which time it had evolved 

into vaudeville. This form was innovated by producers like Tony Pastor who tried to encourage 

women and children to attend his shows; they were hesitant because the theater had long been 

the domain of a rough and disorderly crowd. By the early 20th century, vaudeville was a 

respected entertainment for women and children, and songwriters like Gus Edwards wrote songs 

that were popular across the country. The most popular vaudeville shows were, like the Ziegfeld 

Follies, a series of songs and skits that had a profound effect on the subsequent development of 

Broadway musical theater and the songs of Tin Pan Alley. 

 

WRITING 

 

Answer the questions in written form. 

 

1. What are specific features of American music? 

2. When did distinctive styles of American music emerge? 

3. What was the role of Afro-Americans in music?  

4. What is a minstrel show? 

 

 

 

Total - 100 points 

  



 

 

Контрольная работа по английскому языку 

1 курс 2 семестр 

 

GRAMMAR (50 points) 

 

Choose the correct answer.  

 

1. It is May. "In June I...........finished my exams". 

A have    B will have      C -   D am going to 

 

2. It's the fifteenth ...... March. 

A of   B from    C in     D – 

 

3. The shoes..........in Italy. 

A   is made      B made      C are made      D make 

 

4. She said that he...........shopping. 

A is gone    B be gone     C had gone     D was gone 

 

5. When I saw John last Sunday he was tired, he.........a party the night before. 

A was to     B has been to     C had been to   D I don't know 

 

6.I have been working here......1990. 

A for      B since      C now      D - 

7. There is the woman........shot the president. 

A what      B who      C which      D – 

 

8. Rosemary is a cousin of........ 

A myself  B mine    C me      D I 

 

9. ......... is not just his sport, it's his hobby. 

A To jog  B Jogging  C Jog      D A jog 

 

10.Where shall we meet.........at the stadium? 

A us   B each other     C ourselves     D we 

   

11. When the phone rang, she.........the meal. 

A was cooking B cooked    C has cooked     D has cooked 

 

12.The only thing......matters is life. 

A that     B what      C who      D when 

 

13.We......like to thank you for your application. 

A could   B would  C will       D should 

 

14.The plane.......in at seven o'clock last night. 

A flied     B flew     C has flown      D flewd 

 

15." . ...you run ten miles?" "Yes, but I haven't for a long time." 

A Will     B Can      C Could      D Should 

 

16.The President always works............. . 



 

 

A hardily       B hard       C very much       D very many 

 

17.If it rains, you......take a taxi. 

A will    B would   C should       D need 

 

18.This time next week, I........on the beach. 

A be lying      B am lying     C will be lying    D lay 

  

19. He put the papers ...the drawer. 

A into     B onto      C at       D up 

 

20. On the News. "The President.............shot." 

A is        B was      C has been     D get 

 

21. Then she said that I.........her to stop seeing him. 

A tell     B have told     C told     D had told 

  

22. He told us that before visiting Jamaica he ........ the USA. 

A visits       B had visited   C was visiting       D is visiting 

 

23. How …  have you worked here? 

A long    B for      C many   D why       

 

24. Have you seen the book.......I was reading? 

A who      B that      C what    D this 

 

25. He is always thinking about........!  

A his    B himself     C He       D she 

 

26. I can't help .............. her. 

A to like  B liking  C like  D be liking 

 

27. She gets paid more than ......... . 

A myself    B me      C my    D mine 

 

28. "What........at seven o'clock yesterday evening?" "I was watching T.V." 

A did you do     B were you doing      C did you   D have you done 

 

29. ... he said made me very angry. 

A That        B What   C Which    D When 

 

30."You … accompany us, sir," the policeman said. 

A will        B would      C could     D ought 

  

31. Shakespeare ............ many plays. 

A has written      B had written    C wrote    D will have written    

 

32. You......have been here an hour ago. But you didn't show up. 

A should      B could       C would    D will 

     

33. The Herald Tribune is a.......paper. 

A day      B daily      C everyday     D day by day 



 

 

 

34. I would tell you his name, if I ............ it. 

A would know    B know   C knew     D had known 

   

35. This year, my New Year's resolutions are that I.......... learn tennis, buy a car, sell my house 

etc.  

A will       B am going to       C -    D did 

 

36. Could you translate this document........Latin? 

A in       B to       C into      D onto 

 

37. The winner ..... a prize. 

A gives   B is given      C has given       D is taken 

 

38. I asked her if she ....... marry me. 

A will       B would     C can      D ought 

 

39. After I ............... for a couple of hours, I decided to stop. 

A was swimming       B had been swimming   C swim     D would swim 

   

40.He was studying at university ....... three years. 

A since       B during   C for      D from 

 

41. A good architect is one ..... houses don't collapse. 

A which     B who     C whose      D when 

 

42. The street lights switch .......... on in the evening. 

A them       B theirselves  C themselves      D themselves 

  

43. He considered .......himself to the board. 

A to introduce   B introducing    C to be introducing       D would introduce 

 

44. Britain exports more than ............ imports. 

A she   B he        C it       D her 

 

45. He ......  his leg while he ....... rugby. 

A was breaking, played       B broke, was playing       C breaks, is playing  D is breaking, has 

playing 

 

46. This is Mike Smith, ............ works with my friend. 

A whose     B that        C who        D which 

 

47. ....... I help you, sir? 

A Might  B Could    C May      D Ought 

  

48. They........ the jewelry and walked out of the retail outlet as if they hadn't done anything. 

A had stolen         B have stolen     C stole        D was stealing 

 

49. I ............get up at six o'clock this morning with much difficulty. 

A could      B managed to     C Can       D should 

 

50. I'm tired _____ questions. 



 

 

A to answer  B that I answer  C because of to answer  D of answering 

 

VOCABULARY (20 points) 

 

Fill in the blanks with a word from the exercise below, make sure to conjugate the verbs. 
1. Don't you think the Maestro ___________ the orchestra well? 

2. He beat the _________ like a madman! 

3. John Lennon _________ the lyrics to many of the Beatles's best songs. 

4. You can tell when Peter is in a good mood, she ________ one of her favorite tunes. 

5. The most famous opera __________ by Mascagni was "Cavelleria Rusticana". 

6. Jazz musicians almost always ___________ their solos. 

7. The ___________ always tune their instruments before they begin the concert. 

8. I can remember the time when President Clinton got up on MTV to _______ his horn - the 

saxophone. 

9. Would you please not tap your _______ in time to the music? 

10. Some of the best rock singers don't _________ their songs, they shout them! 

 

Match the verb in the column on the left with the correct noun from the column on the 

right. 

VERB NOUN 

compose tune 

conduct drum 

write horn 

play instrument 

blow piece of music 

tap orchestra 

improvise lyrics 

sing song 

hum solo 

beat foot 

 

 

READING (20 points) 

 

Read and translate the text. 

Everyone knows that labor and delivery can be a painful and sometimes anxiety producing 

experience for the mother, the coach, and even the hospital staff.  Music therapists can help 

reduce these negative aspects of childbirth by providing music therapy before, during, and even 

sometimes, after the birth of a child.  The following summary is evidence of the positive effects 

of Music Therapy Assisted Childbirth. 

In 1983, Hanser, Larson, and O’Connell studied the use of music to enhance relaxation and 

decrease pain responses in mothers during childbirth. The music therapists used music to cue 

rhythmic breathing, assist the mothers in relaxation, prompt positive associations, and help focus 

attention on the music as a diversion from pain and hospital sounds. A small sample of seven 

Lamaze-trained mothers was used and subjects served as their own controls. Two individual 

music therapy sessions were conducted with the subjects prior to the birth experiences.  In the 

first session the music therapist established rapport and determined the musical preferences of 

the mother.  Prior to the second session the music therapist developed an individualized music 

program for each mom.  During the second session the mothers were familiarized with their 

music programs and instructed in relaxation and breathing techniques. 



 

 

The music therapists attended the births and monitored music during the 

experience.   During labor each mother experienced periods of music and non-music and were 

observed under both conditions.  Observations of tension and relaxation in various parts of the 

body were made and recorded.  Two other relaxation behaviors, breathing and verbalization were 

observed and recorded as positive, negative, or neutral.  During the delivery phase the music 

therapists played music that was specially selected by each mother and her coach.  

One week after the delivery each mother was given a post-delivery questionnaire and was 

asked how the music helped her concentrate, relax, and whether it helped with rhythmic 

breathing. Results indicated that all of the mothers had fewer pain responses in the music vs. no-

music condition, and that music aided concentration, relaxation, cued breathing, and diverted 

attention from pain.   

Coaches and hospital staff also responded well to the music, indicating that the music 

made a positive contribution to the labor and delivery experience.  

 

Answer the questions. 

 

1. What is music therapy? 

2. How did music therapists use music? 

3. What did the results of the questionnaire show? 

4. How useful can music be in hospitals? Do you believe in the effects of music you have 

read about? 

 

WRITING (10 points) 

 

What do you think of music therapy? How helpful can music be in people’s life? (100-

150 words). 

 

 

Total - 100 points 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Контрольная работа по английскому языку 

2 курс 3 семестр 

 

GRAMMAR (50 points) 

 

Choose the correct answer. 

 

1. I'm tired _____ questions. 

A to answer  B that I answer  C because of to answer  D of answering 

 

2. I don't know _____ it. 

A because he did  B why did he  C why did he do  D why he did 

 

3. We'll phone as soon as we _____ the information. 

A will have   B have   C are going to have  D are having 

 

4. When the police arrived, the criminals _____ escaped. 

A were already   B already   C had already  D have already 

 

5. This room _____ seven times. 

A is painted   B has painted   C has been painted   D they have painted 

 

6. If I _____ enough money, I'd buy a car. 

A have   B had   C will have   D would have 

 

7. He said _____ happy to be in England again. 

A he was   B I am   C he is   D to be 

 

8. I enjoy _____ my friends. 

A to see   B seeing   C that I see  D myself to see 

 

9. Her colleagues expected _____ the job. 

A that she gets    B her to get   C that she got   D her getting 

 

10. You look terrible! You _____ see a doctor. 

A should to   B had better to   C had better   D would better 

 

11. He _____ be Mexican. He doesn't speak Spanish. 

A mustn't   B isn't possibly  C can't   D must 

 

12. He _____have done it, but I'm not sure. 

A must  B can't  C couldn't  D might 

 

13. It's too late. You _____ have told me before. 

A must   B can  C may  D should 

 

14. If I _____ in your position then, I would have told the truth. 

A have been   B was   C were  D had been 

 

 

15. We're looking for the lady _____ handbag was stolen yesterday. 

A of whom   B which   C whose   D the which 



 

 

 

 

16. London is boring! I wish _____ in New York. 

A I would live   B that I am living  C I lived   D that I live 

 

17. We've reduced the price _____ sell more. 

A for to   B so to   C in order to   D so that 

 

18. They've moved to a different house _____ their children can attend a better school. 

A in order    B so that    C for   D so as 

 

19. If you don't have to do something, it means you _____ do it. 

A mustn't   B needn't    C don't must to   D haven't to 

 

20. Would you like to go out this evening? No, thank you, I _____ stay at home. 

A prefer    B would rather    C would prefer   D would like 

 

21. It was _____ beautiful day that he decided to go for a walk. 

A such a   B a so    C so very    D such 

 

22. Despite her calm appearance, she _____ frightened. 

A spoke   B looked    C sounded    d talked 

 

23. Don't ring at the same time tomorrow, I _____ lunch. 

A will have    B will be having   C am going to have   D am having 

 

24. If you're forbidden to do something, it means you _____ do it. 

A haven't got to   B needn't    C couldn't    D may not 

 

25. I don't usually eat three meals a day, but I _____ used to it. 

A am getting    B have got   C am got   D am 

 

26. He's a good talker. He always puts _____ his ideas very well. 

A off   B out   C over   D away 

 

27. We tried a new marketing idea, but it didn't come _____ . 

A off   B up    C through   D on 

 

28. This computer is useless; it's always breaking _____ . 

A off   B down    C up    D out 

 

29. Working under pressure always brings _____ the best in him. 

A out   b up    C through   D across 

 

30. I'm afraid I can't go _____ your decision; I think you're wrong. 

A into    B over to    C up to    D along with 

 

31. It's hard to get _____ him; he's got such a difficult character. 

A into   B over to   C on with    D by 

 

32. Look _____ ! That car's coming this way. 

A over   B on    C after   D out 



 

 

 

 

33. If his company takes _____ ours, they'll have a monopoly. 

A out   B up    C over   D down 

 

34. Production has slowed down because they have run _____ difficulty with a particular 

component. 

A out of    B against   C on   D into 

 

35. I'm sorry but I can't make _____ what he's trying to do. 

A up   B out    C over   D off 

 

36. We .......... dinner when our unexpected guests ............ 

A ate / were arriving   B were eating / arrived     C had eaten / would have arrived 

D have eaten / arrive 

 

37. Since they ........... us they were coming, we .......... any food for them. 

A aren't telling / don't have   B hadn't told / didn't have   C won't tell / haven't had 

D don't tell / won't have 

 

38. By the time the plane finally ........... after a four-hour delay, everyone waiting to meet the 

passengers .......... fed up. 

A has landed / would be   B is landing / is    C landed / was   D was landing / has been 

 

39. From what he ......... in his letter, I thought that he ......... in Paris until next year. 

A had written / would be living    B has written / lives    C had been writing / will live 

D was writing / lived 

 

40. Unless you ......... where you are going soon, you ......... to get a ticket. 

A decided / haven't been    B will decide / aren't going to be    C have decided / aren't 

D decide / won't be able 

 

41. I don't know what happened to my bag, but I suppose it .......... 

A must have stolen   B has been stealing     C could have been stolen   D will have been 

stolen 

 

42. If then I asked Sally how she liked her subjects at university, she answered sadly 

that.......... were too difficult for ......... . 

A them / itself    B they / her      C their / she    D themselves / hers 

 

43. I'm not going to start looking for a job ......... I have finished my studies. 

A by the time      B without        C therefore        D until 

 

44. In spite of the fact that the government owns .......... of the forests in our country, ......... 

has been done either to curb their misuse or to develop a well-managed forest industry. 

A whole / some     B a few / none     C most / plenty    D all / little 

 

45. ......... today, in some societies the world is thought to be flat. 

A Since        B Already     C Even     D Unless 

 

46. I......... to the party last night, but at the last minute I ......... that I had an exam this 

morning. 



 

 

A went / would have realized     B had gone / have realized    C was going to go / realized   

D had to go / must have realized 

 

       47. ....... how hard she tried, her boss always complained about her work. 

A No matter    B As much as    C Nonetheless   D Although 

 

48. He consistently refused to take his medicine and .......... his illness has gotten worse. 

A otherwise    B on the other hand    C unless    D consequently 

 

49. When Sir Richard Burton set out on his pilgrimage to Mecca in 1854, no one knew 

.......... he would return alive. 

A unless       B whether        C in case      D however 

 

50. There were severe punishments for non-Muslims who tried to enter the holy city, ......... 

his Arabic was so good that no one suspected him. 

A so      B or      C yet     D as 

 

 

 

VOCABULARY (20 points) 

 

Choose the correct musical vocabulary to match the definition. 

 

album       single      top ten       number one      lyrics      vocals      melody       catchy       record 

live       concert      backing track      collaborate     soundtrack     latest        airplay     

instrumental   unison      saxophone       recital 

 

1. a public performance _____ 

2. a collection of songs 

3. the words of a song 

4. one song from a collection 

5. a classification of the most popular songs   

6. work on a project  

7. not recorded 

8. a song with no words 

9. number of times a radio station plays a song 

10. most recent  

11. the singing in a song   

12. easy to remember and sing   

13. the music of a song   

14. recorded music at a concert    

15. the music for a film    

16. copy music to disc or cassette    

17. the most popular song in a classification 

18. all voices singing the same part 

19. a musical wind instrument with keys usually made of brass 

20. a musical performance by a soloist or a soloist with an accompanist 

   

 

READING AND WRITING (50 points). 

 

The earliest forms of music were probably drum-based, percussion instruments being the 



 

 

most readily available at the time (i.e. rocks, sticks). These simplest of simple instruments are 

thought to have been used in religious ceremonies as representations of animals. There was no 

notation or writing of this kind of "music" and its sounds can only be extrapolated from the 

music of (South) American Indians and African natives who still adhere to some of the ancient 

religious practices. 

As for the more advanced instruments, their evolution was slow and steady. It is known that 

by 4000 BCE the Egyptians had created harps and flutes, and by 3500 BCE lyres and double-

reeded clarinets had been developed. 

In Denmark, by 2500 BCE an early form of the trumpet had been developed. This trumpet is 

what is now known as a "natural trumpet." It is valveless, and depends completely on 

manipulation of the lips to change pitch. 

One of the most popular instruments today was created in 1500 BCE by the Hittites. I am 

talking about the guitar. This was a great step; the use of frets to change the pitch of a vibrating 

string would lead to later instruments such as the violin and harpsichord. 

In 800 BCE the first recovered piece of recorded music was found. It was written in 

cuneiform and was a religious hymn. It should be noted that cuneiform is not a type of musical 

notation. 

By 700 BCE there are records of songs that include vocals with instrumentals. This added a 

whole new dimension to music: accompaniment. 

Music in Ancient Rome and Greece 

Greece was the root of all Classical art, so it's no coincidence that Classical music is rooted 

in Grecian innovations. In 600 BCE, famed mathematician Pythagorus dissected music as a 

science and developed the keystone of modern music: the octave scale. The importance of this 

event is obvious. Music was a passion of the Greeks. With their surplus of leisure time (thanks to 

slave labor) they were able to cultivate great artistic skills. Trumpet competitions were common 

spectator events in Greece by 400 BCE. It was in Greece that the first bricks in music theory's 

foundation were laid. Aristotle wrote on music theory scientifically, and brought about a method 

of notation in 350 BCE. The work of that genius is still studied today. 

The next significant step in music's evolution was by Boethius. In 521 CE he brought the 

Greek system of notation to Western Europe, allowing the musicians there to scribe accurately 

the folk songs of their lands. Incidentally, it was Boethius who first wrote on the idea of the 

opera. 

 

 

Answer the questions in writing. 

1. What were the earliest forms of music? 

2. What was the role of musical instruments in ancient times? 

3. What is the history of the guitar? 

4. Why was music the passion of Greeks? 

 

Write a short summary of the text and express your opinion about the history of music. 

(50-100 words) 

 

 

 

 

Total 100 points 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Контрольная работа по английскому языку 

2 курс 4 семестр 

 

GRAMMAR (50 points) 

 

Choose the correct answer. 

 

1. Can you help me? I _____ a post office. 

A am looking for  B look for  C am look for  D looking for 

 

2. Tomorrow the Queen _____ open a new hospital. 

A is going  B will going to  C is going to  D will to 

 

3. What _____? I work in a book shop. 

A are you doing   B do you  C are you do  D  do you do 

 

4. Where _____ yesterday? 

A you was  B are you  C were you  D did you were 

 

5. _____ John last week? 

A Did you see  B Did you saw  C Do you see  D Have you see 

 

6. Last month he _____ three large fish. 

A catch   B catched   C caught  D did catch 

 

7. When we went in, they _____ to the radio. 

A listened   B listening  C were listening  D were listen 

 

8. Do you like Paris? I don't know. I _____there. 

A never went  B didn't go  C never gone  D haven't been 

 

9. I'm a teacher. I _____ a teacher for twelve years. 

A was  B have been   C am   D am being 

 

10. She can drive; she _____ drive for fifteen years. 

A can   B is able to  C could  D has been able to 

 

11. He's the best dancer. He dances _____ than anyone else. 

A very beautiful   B more beautiful  C much more beautiful  D more beautifully 

 

12. They don't need any help. They can do it _____ . 

A theirself  B theirselves  C their own  D themselves 

 

13. He _____ drink whisky, but he does now. 

A used to  B wasn't used to  C hadn't use to  D didn't use to 

 

14. It's wrong. You_____ do it. 

A shouldn't to  B needn't  C don't have to  D shouldn't 

 

15. When is he coming? I _____ for over an hour. 

A am waiting   B have waited   C was waiting   D have been waiting 

 



 

 

16. ......... traveling to Mecca in disguise, Burton was also able to penetrate the forbidden city 

of Harar in what is now Ethiopia. 

A Although    B Regardless of    C Despite     D Besides 

 

17. On the other hand, I have never understood ........... people have to rely on the leisure 

industry, instead of using their imaginations. 

A that    B how    C why    D who 

 

18. I don't mind .......... TV at home, but I'd much rather ........... a film in the cinema. 

A to watch / to see    B watch / seeing    C having watched / seen   D watching / see 

 

19. If you can manage ......... here by nine, then we can finish .......... the meeting before 

lunchtime. 

A to get / planning 

B getting / to plan 

C to be getting / planned 

D having got / having planned 

 

20. Though I asked around, no one was quite sure ........... it took to get to the next town. 

A how far    B how long    C how much   D how often 

 

21. Right now, an important meeting..... during which the committee......the future of the 

project. 

A has been held / decides    B is being held / is going to decide    C is holding / decides    

D was held / is deciding 

 

22. Stephen King......many bestsellers since his first book......in 1974. 

A is writing / was being published    B was writing / had been published    C had written / 

has been published   D has written / was published 

 

23. .......had I left the shop......I remembered that I'd left my credit card there. 

A Either/ or    B The more /the less    C Neither/ nor    D No sooner/than 

 

24. The local cinema is losing business, since most people in the town......to the bigger 

cinema at the shopping mall outside of town. 

A must have gone    B ought to go    C would rather go    D could be going 

 

25. Mike's looking very happy today- Sarah......to go out with him. 

A must have agreed    B should agree    C would have agreed   D had better agree 

 

26. Hawaii and Lebanon are two places ...... you can ski in the morning and sunbathe on the 

beach in the afternoon. 

A) what    B) when    C) where   D) whose 

 

27. While......in New York City during the 1980s, Eyiem was surprised ...... how many 

languages were spoken there. 

A live / heard     B having lived / hearing    C lived / to be hearing    D living /to hear 

 

28. ...... all her eggs In the basket, Ella went confidently to the market, where she 

hoped......them all. 

A Having placed / to sell    B To be placed / selling   C To have placed / having sold   D To 

place / being sold 



 

 

29. The electricity was off all day today, so no one could use their fans or air conditioners, 

even though it was one of ...... days of the year. 

A too hot     B the hottest    C such a hot   D as hot 

 

30. If ...... book is like the first chapter, then I don't think I'm going to read ...... of it. 

A every / something   B all of/ no longer   C each / nothing    D the whole / any more 

 

31. Many biologists and environmental activists...... that too many whales ...... every year. 

A have been arguing / killed    B are argued / have been killed   C are arguing / will be 

killing    D argue / are killed 

 

32. Because the traffic was so terrible, by the time we got to the airport, our airline's check-

in counter had...... closed. 

A already    B no more    C still    D yet 

 

33. Important football matches in England and Wales,......the FA Cup final, can attract TV 

audiences all over the world. 

A such as    B in order to    C so that    D alike 

 

34. The new film's director was distressed at the audience's reaction: at the end, they......, but 

instead, they were all laughing. 

A may have cried    B must have been crying   C used to cry    D were supposed to be crying 

 

35. I......you about Rey's wedding, but I thought you'd already heard about it. 

A must have told    B will have told    C would have told   D may have told 

 

36. The hat to......I am referring is not the one......is on your head, but the one over there on 

the table. 

A that/which    B which /that    C what / where    D how / who 

 

37. The committee was shocked upon that most of the taxes......went to corrupt officials, 

rather than ..... to the national treasury. 

A discovered / having collected   B to discover / being collected   C being discovered / to 

collect   D discovered / being collected 

 

38. The twenty emperors of the Tang Dynasty of China ruled over one of ......societies of all 

time. 

A the most sophisticated    B sophisticated enough    C too sophisticated   D so sophisticated 

 

39. If global warming causes the ocean level to rise,......world will suffer. 

A all     B every    C most of    D the whole 

 

40. As a student, you envied your friends who were working and earning their own 

money,......? 

A were they    B didn't you    C weren't they    D were you 

 

41. Dan......attention to the road when he......into a hole in the ground. 

A wasn't paying / fell    B hadn't paid / was failing    C didn't pay / has fallen   D hasn't been 

paying / would fall 

 

42. .......Sofia passes the class...... depends on her grade on the final essay. 

A Both / and    B Not only/ but also    C Hardly /when   D Whether/or not 



 

 

43. Istanbul has many unique historical monuments; ......, it has one of the most beautiful 

natural settings of any city in the world. 

A as if    B so that    C due to    D furthermore 

 

44. After a few weeks of struggling unsuccessfully with irregular verbs, Kate realized that 

she ...... to study Russian. 

A shouldn't have chosen    B may not have chosen    C must not have chosen    D couldn't 

have chosen 

 

45. Some analysts predict that, someday, there......a major war over water if 

resources......more rationally. 

A would be / have not been used   B has been / were not being used    C will be / are not used    

D was / did not use 

 

46. .......the universe is expanding was discovered in the 1920s by Edwin Hubble. 

A What 

B Who 

C Which 

D That 

 

47. .......on the beautiful Bahamian island of Andros in 1977, Joseph fell so in love with the 

place that he decided never ....... 

A To arrive / to be leaving    B Having arrived / leaving    C Arriving / to leave    D Arrived / 

to have left 

 

48. As Jose had received a much ...... grade in geography class than Juan, he felt extremely 

jealous of him. 

A the worst    B too bad    C bad    D worse 

 

49. Edy said he wasn't interested in going to Chicago because he'd .... been there. 

A too     B ever    C still   D already 

 

50. The economy has been doing poorly in spite of what the figures the government recently 

released say,......? 

A didn't they    B didn't it    C hasn't it    D has it 

 

 

 

VOCABULARY (20 points) 

 

Fill in the gaps with appropriate words and word combinations. 

 

live    Latin music      recordings    musicians     artists    country music       folk music     

genres    rock music    jazz     rhythms   classical music     harmonies     beat     pop music    lyrics     

melodies   hip hop     listening     concerts 

 

 

People all over the world love 1) _____ to music. They love going to 2) ______ to hear 3) 

_____  music, and they love listening to 4) _____ of their favourite  5) _____and 6) _____. If 

you love music too, and you'd like to read about music and learn lots of music vocabulary, this 

section of EnglishClub is for you. 

Some people love listening to the 7) _____ and 8) ______ of 9) ______, and others love 



 

 

moving to the 10) _____ of dance music. Some prefer the beautiful 11) _____ of 12) ______, 

and others like the complex 13) _____ of 14) ______ or the power and excitement of 15) _____. 

There are those who like the strong beats and lyrics of 16) _____, or the music of other 17) 

_____ like 18) _____, 19) _____ and 20) _____. 

 

 

 

READING (20 POINTS) 

 

Read and translate the text.  

 

Female composers 

 

Until relatively recently in history women only had very limited opportunities, including 

those in music and composition. Composers depend on performing musicians to play their 

works. Musicians and conductors were overwhelmingly male and may have dismissed any work 

by a woman. However, some female composers did manage to beat the odds and become 

popular. Here are some of the most well-known female composers. 

Saint Hildegard of Bingen 

Saint Hildegard of Bingen was a German composer who was also called Sibyl of the Rhine. 

She was a Benedictine abbess, a philosopher, and a writer as well as a composer. She wrote 

theological, botanical, and medicinal texts, liturgical songs, and poems. Saint Hildegard founded 

the monasteries of Rupertsberg in 1150 and Eibingen in 1165. One of her works as a composer, 

the "Ordo Virtutum," is the oldest surviving morality play. 

Amy Beach 

Amy Beach was one of the first successful American female composers. She was a child 

prodigy who started giving public performances when she was just seven years old. She played 

her own work and the compositions of others for the Boston Symphony Orchestra and toured 

Europe for three years starting in 1910. She was best known for her songs and choral pieces. 

Thea Musgrave 

Thea Musgrave was born in Barton, Scotland, and she studied at Edinburgh University. Her 

early works include The Suite o'Bairnsangs, the ballet "A Tale for Thieves," and the opera "The 

Abbot of Drimock." Her best known works are "The Seasons," "Rainbow," "Black Tambourine," 

and the operas "The Voice of Ariadne," "A Christmas Carol," "Mary Queen of Scots," and 

"Harriet: The Woman Called Moses." She's also a conductor. She has taught music at London 

University, the University of California at Santa Barbara, New College, Cambridge, and Queen's 

University in New York. 

Clara Schumann 

Clara Schumann was a German musician and composer. She was considered to be one of the 

most distinguished pianists of the Romantic era. Her husband was the composer Robert 

Schumann. Together they encouraged Johannes Brahms, and she was the first pianist to give 

public performances of some of Brahms's works. She was born in 1819 and died in 1896. 

Fanny Mendelssohn Hensel 

Fanny Mendelssohn Hensel was born in 1805. She was the sister of composer Felix 

Mendelssohn. They were taught music together as children. Fanny composed over 460 pieces. 

Many of them were originally published under her brother's name. Her best works include "Trio 

in D Minor," "Melodie, Op. 4 No. 2," and "Aus Meinen Tranen." 

There are many women composers whose contributions have paved the way for others. 

Unfortunately, some of their works have been lost over time. Some are not as well-known as 

comparable male composers, but more people are beginning to realize that women can be good 

composers too.  

 



 

 

Are the following statements true or false? If the statement is false, rewrite it using the 

information from the text above. 
1. Women have always had opportunities to write music and to become great composers. 

2. Amy Beach was called Sibyl of the Rhine. 

3. "Ordo Virtutum," is the oldest surviving morality opera. 

4. Amy Beach came from Germany. 

5. Thea Musgrave was too poor to go to university. 

6. Clara Schumann was one of the best violinists of her time. 

7. Fanny Mendelssohn Hensel was Felix Mendelssohn’s close relative. 

8. Even nowadays people don’t agree that women can be outstanding composers. 

 

 

 

WRITING (10 points) 

What is the role of female composers in the history of music? Is there any difference 

between the music composed by men and women? (100 -150 words)  

 

 

 

 

 

Total 100 points 
 

 

 


